RBN Crude Voyager

Comprehensive U.S.
Crude Export Analysis
RBN Energy Crude Voyager
RBN Energy’s newest voyager report covers the hottest commodity in the U.S. Gulf Coast export market: crude oil.
After a nearly 40-year ban on oil exports was lifted at the end of 2015, the export activity from terminals in Houston,
Beaumont, Corpus Christi and Louisiana has flourished – and will only grow from here. Our weekly report, distributed
Tuesday mornings, gives market players, analysts and operations personnel an in-depth look at Gulf Coast crude exports.
The Crude Voyager also comes with a quarterly supplement, which provides a detailed look at individual ports and
new expansion projects.

What’s Included:

Our weekly Report Provides Terminal-by-Terminal Break-Downs of
U.S. Crude Loadings.
A quick glance at the Crude Voyager’s executive summary gives a comprehensive overview of U.S. Gulf Coast terminal
activity. We break down the total crude exports by terminal each week. Watch our coverage grow as new terminals come
on line and develop export operations. Our comprehensive tallies of U.S. crude exports are accompanied with an Excel file
supplement outlining the loading activity of each tanker that picks up oil at the Gulf Coast. Shuttle tankers that move oil
to reverse-lightering operations are also included, and when available, its co-loaded ship is also listed. Use our Excel file to
enhance analysis and complement demand and inventory models.
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Our concise analysis of U.S. Gulf Coast loading activity explains the ebbs
and flows of crude loadings, destinations, and geopolitical issues impacting
U.S. exports.
RBN Energy analysis delves into ship-to-ship reverse lightering throughout the U.S. Gulf Coast, price impacts to trade flows
and other relevant news items impacting arbitrages and market trends. And if you’re tired of looking at tables, flip straight
to page 3, where we publish the data in a sunburst graphic to give the full story of exports distributions in one glance.

Premium Insights

How you benefit

VLCC Tracker
Reverse-lightered tanker departures, trends in empty VLCC waiting patterns ahead of
ship-to-ship transfer receipts, and a monthly look at the country destinations of VLCCs.
All reverse-lightered ships hauling U.S. crude cargoes – covering both VLCC and
Suezmax vessels – are included with weeks of history.

Anticipate shipping schedules and
charter trends

Waterborne Exports
A week-to-week breakdown of total crude exports by terminal and destination.

Understand current and future
market activity

Terminal Expansion Project Updates
At the beginning of each quarter, we update all the developments in crude-export
terminals. With new project announcements, ownership changes and terminal
completions, there’s a lot to keep track of.

Save time, confirm details, and
identify opportunities

Excel Data File
Our comprehensive tallies of U.S. crude exports are accompanied with an Excel file
supplement outlining the loading activity of each tanker that picks up oil at the
Gulf Coast. Shuttle tankers that move oil to reverse-lightering operations are also
included, and when available, its co-loaded ship is also listed.

Enhanced analysis and
complement demand and
inventory models

Want to Learn More?
Let’s chat crude exports. We’re here to answer all your questions and walk you through the Crude Voyager report.
TJ Braziel, Director of Client Services tjbraziel@rbnenergy.com
Laura Blewitt, Energy Fundamentals Analyst lblewitt@rbnenergy.com
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